In this paper the methodology proponed by [3] ; is applied to estimate the three-month series of the Chilean Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the period composed between 1965 and 2009. In first place, the equation of EngleGranger is estimated using the data of the yearly GPD and related variables.
Introduction
An important limitation in order to specify and estimate a macroeconomic model that describes the Chilean economy is to use variables with sufficient number of observations that allow a reliable econometric estimation. Among these variables, the gross domestic product (GDP) constitutes a fundamental magnitude. However, for this variable in Chile there is no quarterly information before 1986 according to the new splice methodology. Therefore, although annual information is available for this series, quarterly information is only available as of 1986.
The methodology proposed by [3] allows solving situations like the one described above. They apply their methodology to GDP, but it can be considered for other series.
GDP is one of the most relevant economic indicators when measuring the economic power of a country. It constitutes the broadest measure of economic activity, containing a wide range of constitutive factors representing different areas of the economic activity. We can define it, as the total value of products and services produced by a nation in a specific period of time, usually a year or a quarter.
The last assessment is of particular interest in this article, that is, the frequency with which GDP is calculated. For various economic studies, a low number of data can cause serious problems in terms of the quality of a quantitative analysis. Due to the above, it would be useful to make quarterly estimates of GDP values from the official data.
Therefore, the main objective of this article will be to describe and apply a methodology for the estimation of Chilean quarterly GDP from 1965 to 2009. The procedure consists of an initial estimate of the quarterly GDP, which is obtained through the static Engle-Granger equation, (see [8] and [9] ) or cointegration analysis using the annual GDP data and variables related to GDP. The estimated coefficients of this regression are used to construct a quarterly equation between GDP and related variables, by interpolating the estimated coefficients with the quarterly data of the aforementioned variables. This equation produces a first estimate of the quarterly GDP, called dirty GDP, due to the presence of errors.
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The second stage is to improve the estimate by minimizing measurement errors and considering that this measurement must be consistent with the annual GDP calculated by the Central Bank of Chile. This is, the sum of the quarterly estimates must be equal to the total annual.
The process of harmonization of quarterly and annual estimates is known in the literature as Benchmarking and in this article is addressed using the State Space approach. See [6] and [11] .
The article is organized as follows: the next section briefly analyzes the methods used for estimation. In the next stage, the methodology of quarterly GDP estimation based on the proposal of [3] is described. Then, the results of the estimated models are introduced and discussed. Finally, the conclusions are presented.
Methods

Engle-Granger Cointegration Analysis
Cointegration analysis is a frequently used technique in the study of time series.
The concept of cointegration was introduced by Granger and subsequently studied in depth in [8] and [9] . This technique emerges as a procedure that allows to discriminate between real relationships and spurious relationships between variables. A spurious regression arises when we try to relate two variables between which there is no type of cause-effect relationship through a regression and it is erroneously concluded, after regression, that such a relationship exists. According to what is stated in [10] , one of the characteristics of spurious relations consists in having a very high coefficient of determination and a Durbin-Watson statistic close to zero.
From an econometric point of view, two or more time series that are of order I (1) are cointegrated if there is a linear combination of these series that is stationary or of order I(0).
From an economic point of view, cointegration can be seen as a long-term equilibrium relationship between variables, such that these variables can deviate from the equilibrium situation in the short term, but with time they will return to the equilibrium. Another definition from the economic point of view says that two or more series are cointegrated if they move together over time and the differences between them are stable i.e, stationary, even when each series is not stationary.
The differences (or error term) in the cointegration equation are interpreted as the imbalance error for each particular point of time.
Benchmarking method
The concept of Benchmarking can be seen as a special form of signal extraction, which occurs when two (or more) data sources are available for the same target variable, which have different temporal frequencies, for example, monthly vs. annual, monthly vs. quarterly, annual vs. quarterly, etc. Generally the two data sources do not correspond, for example the quarterly sums of the measurements of a variable are not equal to the corresponding annual measure. Moreover, one of the data sources is more accurate than the other, it is usually the least frequent because it originates, for example, in censuses, hypothetically assumed free of sampling errors. The most reliable source is considered a Benchmark (comparative framework).
More specifically, Benchmarking is the process of trying to fit the most frequent series to Benchmark. This is done by decomposing the series into its structural elements: trend, seasonality, cycle, irregularities and measurement errors, where the sum of these elements excludes the error.
According to [3] , there are two main methods for applying benchmarking to a time series: a purely numerical approach and a statistical method. the numerical approach covers the family of methods based on the minimization of a squared sum proposed by [5] . the statistical method, in turn, may be based on ARIMA processes such as those described by [12] ; the state space models proposed by [7] , or the models that use a group of regressions, such as [4] . Therefore, dirty GDP is the first approximation of the quarterly GDP that recovers the lack of data prior to 1986 and that have a seasonal pattern thereafter identical to the series of the Central Bank of Chile. for example, [6] and [11] . The State Space models are formed by two types of variables: the non-observable variables of the state, which determine the movement of the system in time, and the observations of the series.
In general situations, the Gaussian general model of state space is defined by:
where y t is a p × 1 vector of observations; α t is an unobserved vector of dimension m × 1 called state vector and the terms of independent perturbations, t and η t are serially independent assumptions independent of each other at all times.
Matrices Z t , T t , R t , H t and Q t , with the appropriate dimensions, are constants and they called arrays of the system, assumed as known. In practice some or all of these matrices depend on a vector of unknown hyperparameters ψ, whose estimation is described, for example, in [6] and [11] . It is assumed that R t is a subset of columns of I m ; R t is called the selection matrix, which chooses the lines of the state equation that have non-null perturbations.
Estimation of model (3.1) is done by Kalman filter in combination with maximum likelihood. The Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm that allows to update the knowledge of the system every time a new observation arrives, and allows to calculate the optimal estimator of the state vector based on the available information up to the time t. It can be obtained through the application of existing results in the multivariate regression theory with Gaussian perturbations, see [6] and [11] . Some applications, using Kalman Filter can be found in [1] and [2] .
State Space Models by Benchmarking have been studied to some extent by [7] .
One of the corresponding formulations in the form of State Space proposed by [7] was revised, later by [6] .
This article presents a probabilistic version equivalent to model [7] . It takes y t as dirty GDP (theorically with measurement errors), x t like the dirty GDP of the Central Bank of Chile (theorically free of measurement errors). The state vector, according to the formulation of [7] is given by:
where µ t is local level, γ t is the stochastic seasonal component, t is the irregular component and u t is the measurement error associated with dirty GDP, which assumes a stationary model AR(1) with unit variance.
The matrix Z t is defined as In the other hand, matrix H t is null for every t. The other matrix associated to the state vector are invariant in time. Note that, given the formulation of the State Space, the coherence between clean GDP (defined as y * t = y t − u t ) and annual GDP, the Central Bank of Chile always occurs in multiples of four periods.
Results
Dirty GDP obtention
The results of the initial estimate of the quarterly GDP, obtained through the static It is clearly observed in table 1 that the coefficients are significant and the signs are those expected for the related variables. On the other hand, there is a high coefficient of determination that indicates the good fit of the model, in addition to a Durbin Watson statistic that indicates a independence in the residues, making it possible to ensure that there is no spurious regression.
The unit root test of Dickey-Fuller increased for the residues of the model, which is presented in Table 2 .
From table 2, we reject the null hypothesis of non-cointegration and conclude that the residues are cointegrated of order I(0).
By interpolating the estimated coefficients of series of quarterly GDP of the Central Bank of Chile from 1986 and is considered as the first approximation of the Chilean quarterly GDP, called dirty GDP. Figure   1 shows the dirty GDP series. Clearly, the estimated dirty GDP incorporates the 
Clean GDP obtention
It is preceded to estimate the clean GDP by the model of State Space by Benchmarking. To avoid the heteroscedasticity problem, a dirty GDP transformation is performed assuming that the variance of the error is proportional to the square of the export of goods and services (EBS) thus successfully capturing the inconsistency of the variance.
Using the programming language Ox, the clean GDP estimation is performed, with the STAMP package of [13] and the SsfPack package of [14] that use the approximation BFGS method for the maximization process. 
Standardized Residuals Analysis
The residuals of the model must be independent, with zero mean and unit variance, where the considered tests can be graphical, such as QQ-plot, correlogram and histogram; and tests of specification among which are, Durbin-Watson, Ljung-Box and Jarque Bera. Clearly, by observing the autocorrelation function, it can be concluded that the residuals are independent; and on the other hand there is no normality in the resi- 
Clean GDP
Finally, in order to obtain the estimated clean GDP, we must multiply the estimation of the model of State Space by Benchmarking with the macroeconomic variable that standardized dirty GDP. This is, the export of goods and services (EBS). There are other studies that present two directions. The first of these consists in applying Benchmarking to multivariate models, which theoretically give greater accuracy and reliability to the quarterly GDP. The second refers to using the methodology to obtain the predicted quarterly GDP.
An estimate of the Chilean quarterly GPD could also be made, using benchmarking models for the other methods mentioned, involving models based on ARIMA processes [12] and models that use a group of regressions, such as [4] .
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